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This project provides a notebook of useful information
to be used by substitute teachers in Kennewick School
District.

The intent was to provide a notebook of routine

activities, programs and procedures to improve conmiun.ication
between substitutes and regular teachers.

By standardizing

the notebook's usage throughout the district and organizing
the information exactly the same in each notebook, the
substitute can quickly gain the information necessary to
carry out the teacher's plans and maintain a smooth operating
learning environment.
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CHAPTER ONE
The Problem and Definition of Terms

The public and a majority of educators feel days spent
in classrooms by substitute teachers are virtually lost as
far as student progress is concerned. (10:58)

Hartung

states, "Generally the role of the one-day substitute is
merely that of a 'baby sitter' ... " (5:5)

Educators have

recognized this problem and have attempted to address it.
Manlove and Elliott say, "Absenteeism has continued to
increase since the passage of collective bargaining
legislation ... " (7:7)

Extensive studies of teacher

absenteeism have been completed in New York, Nevada,
Illinois, Indiana and California.

The results in every

study indicated a dramatic increase in teacher absenteeism
and subsequent use of substitute teachers.
Several factors contributed to increased teacher
absenteeism:

Trends in teacher bargaining, professional

preparation and improvement, and increased use of sick leave
days.

It should be understood that total elimination of

absenteeism is not possible nor necessarily desired.
Certainly, legitimate use of sick leave is justifiable and
staff development is necessary and beneficial.
The fact remains that teacher absenteeism is on the
rise and vacant classrooms are still being filled by
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substitute teachers.
In regard to s.ubstitute teachers, ineffectiveness has
long been an issue.

Reasons for this ineffectiveness

include such thing.s as poor attitude, poor training, low
regard shown by other staff members, and most of all lack of
familiarity with programs and surroundings.
The Problem
It was recognized by educators in Kennewick that
substitute teachers needed additional orientation in order
to maximize their success in carrying out the objectives of
the regular classroom teacher in his or her absence.

The

awareness of this existing ne·ed led to the development of
this project.
Purpose of the Project
It was the purpose of this study (1) to review the
problem of teacher absenteeism as it related to use of
substitute teachers, (2) to identify the causes of the
substitute teacher failure, (3) to identify steps for
improving substitute performance, (4) to develop a substitute teacher notebook that could be used in Kennewick
School District #17.

It will be used to inform and organize

daily routines for elementary substitute teachers and assist
them in accomplishing classroom objectives more effectively.
Importance of the Study
The need for improvement of substitute teacher success
in teaching prescribed lessons in the absence of the regular
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teacher becomes apparent as one reviews the research on
this subject.

Studies recognize widespread failure of

substitute teachers which paints a very bleak picture of the
whole concept of substitute teachers. (13:1-14)

Manlove and

Elliott report there are those who call for complete
abolishment of substitute teacher programs. (7:10)
The literature suggests there is an obvious need to
train and equip substitute teachers so that they can become
responsible for more than just custodial duties in the
absence of the regular teacher.

The problems that plague

substitute teachers and make them ineffective must be
bridged allowing them to do the job for which they were
hired.
This study was initiated in an attempt to identify
reasons for failure of substitute teachers and to develop a
substitute notebook of classroom procedures and teaching
materials to make substitute teachers as successful as
possible.

It was intended to help overcome the limitations

and circumstances of unfamiliarity which always seem to
exist even in the best of substitute teaching situations.
Limitations of This Paper
This paper has various limitations.

The first limita-

tion was that many of the problems encountered by elementary
and secondary substitutes are too varied to be completely
addressed in a single notebook.

To address both at once

would have made this project more general than the writer
intended.

The writer believed that the strength of this
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project would be reinforced specifically for use in the
elementary setting with many applications and carry-over in
the secondary.
A second limitation is that this project was being prepared specifically for Kennewick School District #17.

Use

elsewhere would require adaptations in philosophy and substitute teacher practices suited to that environment.
Definition of Terms Used
Regular Teacher.

The teacher who has been permanently

assigned to a particular classroom position.
Contract Teacher.

Regular teacher.

Substitute Teacher.

The teacher called in to replace a

regular teacher during that teacher's absence.
Long-term Substitute.

A substitute who is called to

replace a regular teacher for several weeks or months.
Short-term Substitute.

A substitute who is called to

replace a regular teacher for a few days.
Substitute Teacher Notebook.

A collection of informa-

tion prepared -by the regular classroom teacher specifically
for his/her classroom.

The format and forms will be

universal to all Kennewick elementary schools designed to
assist and familiarize the substitute teacher with his/her
classroom.

CHAPTER TWO
Review of Literature
Literature on Recent Dramatic Increase
in Teacher Absenteeism
In recent years the educational scene has been plagued
by a dramatic increase in teacher absenteeism.

Most school

people believe that collective bargaining has increased paid
released-time days, therefore, more days are being taken.
(4:269, 270)

In an article written by Manlove and Elliot for the
Pracitioner, they point out an increased number of sick
leave days being bargained by teacher groups and a new
attitude toward taking these days whether sick or not.

They

quote a newspaper editorial reflecting public opinion toward
this problem:
Sick pay is just a benefit which, through abuse, is
becoming a problem. For years many governmental, as
well as, business and industrial establishments
operated either on the theory that absence through
illness was the responsibility of the individual and
need not be compensated or under an unofficial system
of paying for absence due to illness on a case-by-case
paternalistic basis. The growth of unions brought a
change to that. Unions insisted that there would be
compensation for illness, and so gradually sick pay
provisions were negotiated into an increasing number
of contracts. They normally provide a set number of
days during which an employee may be compensated for
illness--the number often growing with seniority.
Most agreed there was both justice and orderliness in
the concept. But, it was never contemplated that
because a person was entitled to be paid for, say,
five days illness in a given year or period, he was
entitled to those days off whether ill or not.
5
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Nevertheless, a sort of custom has arisen under which
many employees take .t hose days as a right whether they
are ill or not. In our. view, that is morally wrong.
(7:3, 4)
Manlove and Elliot report findings on teacher absenteeism from studies in Illinois, Indiana, California and
Nevada.

Absenteeism among all teachers increased after the

enactment of collective bargaining legislation.

Absenteeism

has continued to increase since the passage of collective
bargaining legislation despite better pay, smaller classes,
and more appropriate assignments. (7:3)
A study in metropolitan New York revealed patterns of
teacher absences.

Examples:

73 percent of all teacher

absences were for one day and 15 percent were for two days.
Monday was the heaviest day for absences (accounting for one
fourth of all one day absences and the absentee rate
increased from September to January and then gradually
decreased from January to June. (12:37)
A study in Indiana identified a correlation between
increased sick leave being bargained and increased absence
days requiring substitute teachers:
The time allowed by contract for teacher absences is
also increasing. In 1975-76, the total number of days
teachers could be absent without loss of pay showed a
mean for fir~t year teachers of 14.47 days, with a high
of 25 days and a low of 9 days. For teachers after
their first year, the mean number allowed was 13.06;
the range was 9 to 24 days. Six superintendents
indicated that there is no longer any limit to the
number of paid absences teachers in their districts
can accumulate·. Great numbers of substitute teachers
are required for implementation of these contracts.
(4:269)
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Urban areas reflected this trend toward increased
absenteeism most obviously.

Steltenpohl stated:

The importance of the day-to-day substitute teacher has
grown substantially in the management of urban educational systems, even as the teacher shortage diminished
nationally. To cite only one example, the substitutes
in the Pittsburgh school system increased 40 percent
from 1965 to 1970 and totaled 35,000 teaching days in
1969 to 1970. (12:56)
Increased teacher absenteeism is widespread across the
nation not just in urban areas:
"The problem is not unique to urban areas," stated
Elliot and Manlove. The data from a 1976-77 study of
the situation in a midwestern state clearly indicate
that the problem exists in all size districts and is
not isolated only to urban districts. The result of
the detailed survey questionnaire distributed to every
superintendent in the State of Indiana report the total
number of substitute days is increasing. Eighty-six
percent of all the corporations reporting indicated
steady increases over the last five-year period, (study
done in 1977) even though the overall number of teachers
and students declined. (4:269)
In a study dealing with New York City only,

the con-

clusion was fourid to be the same as that in the above study.
"Absenteeism is on the rise in all districts in the state
and districts in the state need -to take remedial · action.
(13:39)
Elliot and Manlove address the ·problem in another
article in Phi Delta Kappan:
We would certainly not suggest that sick teachers go to
school or that teachers be denied time for serious
family emergencies. We do say that there is strong
evidence that teachers have abused their absence
privileges, and something must be done about it. (4:270)
Listening to building administrators in the State of
Washington discuss teacher absence trends the writer has
heard these same observations expressed and would expect very
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similar results if studies in· this state were available.
Another factor as yet not mentioned contributing to the
extensive use of substitute teachers is professional growth.
Elliot and Manlove report:

"On the positive side, 96 per-

cent of the districts indicated that some substitutes were
employed so that teachers could engage in professional
growth activities." (4:269)
Steltenpohl quotes the metropolitan New York study
saying, "One third of all absences probably could have been
anticipated, because they were for professional or personal
business reasons rather than for illness."
by stating:

She sununarized

"Improve your substitute teacher program

because more substitutes are going to be needed as teachers
receive more time off from school for participating in professional meetings and other activities." (12:56)
Some interesting facts have been noted by the writer
which may be of value when summarizing the probiem of
teacher absenteeism:
In Title I schools where educational need is the
greatest, the absence is higher than in Non-Title I
SC ho O 1 S • ( 13 : 3 9 )
Absenteeism among all teachers increased after the
enactment of collective bargaining legislation.
Demographic factors including age, gender, salary,
continuous employment, and marital status do not have
a significant impact on the amount of absenteeism.
Absenteeism has continued to increase since the passage
of collective bargaining legislation despite better pay,
smaller classes, and more appropriate assignments.
The highest rates of absenteeism occur in school
districts where there are low levels of faculty
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agreement toward the goals and policies of the community and school district. These high levels of
absenteeism occur even in.those . school districts with
high levels of material incentives and pleasant
physical environments.
Low levels of absenteeism among teachers occur in those
districts with high levels of community support and
policy agreement, regardless of low levels of material
inducement and unpleasant physical conditions faced by
the teachers.
Absence rate for teachers is more than three times that
of administrators in the same geographic areas and the
same school systems. (7:3)
School districts across the nation reported rising
substitute teacher costs.(7:5)

The reduction in the number

of students and teachers in most large districts should have
reduced total employee absences and costs.

Neither was the

problem due primarily to inflation, as one might think.

In

comp.a ring the percentage of budget funds now allocated there
were large increases in the percentages required for substitute teacher employment at a time when most schools were
cutting budgets severely in all other areas. (7:6)
In a study of the problem in Indiana, 86 percent of the
districts reported an increased percentage of substitute
costs over the last five years: (8:6)
Actual dollar costs are frightening. In 1971-72, New
York City alone was spending $71.5 million or nearly
nine percent of the total teacher salary costs just
for substitute teachers. In Illinoi$ during 1975, the
estimated statewide expenditure for substitute teacher
classrooms was $31.6 million. (7:6)
At a time when substitute teacher costs cut into the
substance of educational programs the costs became more than
dollars.

They became a cut in some other area of school

program that would have to be dealt with by others and again
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would be·at the expense of student achievement.
Costs to management involved a time and energy factor.
The job of monitoring substitute teachers falls almost
entirely on the principal and his/her secretary.

If the

principal were required to observe every substitute

in the

building each day a large portion of time would be spent in
this activity. (7:7)
Manlove and Elliot summarized:
When the principal is dealing with substitute teachers
he cannot be handling more important matters affecting
the entire school. These leadership and management
costs must also be counted in the price that students,
the professional staff, and the public are paying for
increasing teacher absences. (7:7)
Organizational costs cannot be counted as precisely as
some of the other costs.

Teachers have many responsibili-

ties and play many roles.

When they are not present those

participating in the activities they direct are shortchanged. ( 7 : 7)
Also, teacher presence is required at conferences and
committee meetings to make them representative and
productive: (7:7)
Another cost as stated by Manlove and Elliot was the
loss of credibility of the education profession.
"Parents and students who look to teachers as
responsible role models cannot help but be disturbed
when those very people display questionable behavior
in the performance of their duty. Sick teachers
certainly should not go to school, and teachers should
not be denied time for serious family emergencies.
When the· teacher absence rate dramatically and consistantly increases on the days before and after the
weekend, however, the public wonders about the· timing
and reality of the reported illness." ( 7: 7)
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In agreement, the New York City study states:
We should do more to publicize the value of good
attendance. It is said in too many quarters that
pupils need not attend school. Some students in high
school fee.l that they have a constitutional and
legitimate right to be truant since poor attendance
is not regarded as a serious matter. (13:20)
It appeared to .the author that since teacher absenteeism
was still increasing and money being spent for substitutes,
at least the purpose for which it is spent should be
accomplished.
Public reaction to the problems caused by teacher
absenteeism has had tremendous impact on schools and
teachers.

A good example is the newspaper editorial cited

at the beginning of this section discussing teacher abuse of
sick leave.

In the following section of the review of

literature demands by taxpayers will be cited regarding
learning loss of students due to the substitute
ineffectiveness.

teacher

Anti-education legislation is passed by

citizens tmhappy with the use of their tax dollars, in which
case teacher absenteeism may be an offender.
Literature on Why Substitutes Fail and
the Cost to Educat i on

You can't really replace a teacher ...
You should not expect comparable results.
Teacher absences hurt student progress more than is
realized. (7:2)
These statements and many more like them were found
throughout available literature on substitute teachers.
There were several reasons given as causes for these beliefs,
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general attitude toward substitutes, inappropriate assignments, poor planning, and many others relating to
unfamiliarity.

After an analysis of these causes the

effects on education were explored and calculated.
The most obvious deterrent to substitute success was
the generally negative attitude toward substitute teachers
and the low level of expectations held for them.

They were

often regarded as "baby sitters" who had a poor image in the
eyes of the public, peers and pupils.

Said one teacher:

"Everyone in the school knows that subs are fair game."
(12:56)

Robb told of many experiences while substitute

teaching where subs were taken advantage of by students.
(9:28)

Robb felt that by his/her very presence the

substitute unwittingly causes a breakdown of the little
school discipline remaining and encourages a disgraceful
display of couped-up hostile adolescent energy.

It was

"fun" for students to disturb a relatively powerless, halfconfused adult stranger in their midst. (9;30)
However, the attitude toward substitutes was not
confined to students.
See.

Two good examples were related by

She wrote:
Why do principals and teachers (not substitutes) hold
the idea that children must "try out" a substitute?
The notion reaches into some homes, too. In sharing
time, one little girl told us gleefully of the nasty
things her older brother had done in class the day
before and of how the family had laughed over it at
the dinner table until none of them could eat:
"Daddy laughed till he cried."
To my question of why all of this happened the answer
came simply, "Oh, they had a substitute."
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If I had majored in psychology, maybe I could figure
out why Dad and Mother enjoyed so much the recital of
"giving the substitute a bad time." Or why some
teachers seem to help the idea along. One regular
teacher once laughingly commented to me before a roomful of little pitchers, "You'll have a time today,
these children just love Mr. W. and always give
substitutes a bad time." (10:58)
She also spok~ of entering buildings and having
teachers ignore greetings and not speak to her all day.
Substitutes were often excluded from faculty functions
and professional meetings.

What little research is avail-

able indicates day-to-day substitutes "have been the forgotten men and women of the teaching profession." (12:56)
Hartung stated:
One of the most neglected groups of personnel in our
public schools are the substitute teachers. No school
could operate without this group any more than it
could operate without janitors, counselors, or any of
the other personnel who supplement the regular
instructional staff. (5:5)
Some of the other reasons given for substitute failure
were being assigned outside their field or level, lack of
information about curriculum and instructional program,
incomplete or inapprop.riate lesson plans, lack of authority
and lack of organizational and management information, in
short, problems which stem from unfamiliarity.
Robb in relating experiences of poor assignment of
substitutes mentioned an English major substituting in
carpentry, algebra and Spanish classes and feeling the days
spent were totallypurposeless. (9:28)
Steltenpohl believed most substitutes usually lack
information about a school (its curriculum and instructional
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program) that is required if they are to perform more than a
custodial duty in the classroom. (12:56)
Robb also pointed out that lesson plans adequate for
the regular teacher often appeared very vague to a stranger.
He also relates instances of inappropriate lessons for anyone except someone very familiar with the physical
surroundings. (9:27-30)
The two biggest factors affecting substitute teacher
success were discipline and organization and management
information.

When students were not engaged in learning

activities and were not on task, their idleness created the
perfect medium for the kind of mischief from which discipline problems develop.

If organization and management

information were not provided by the regular teacher then
the substitute could not be expected to carry on as usual.
The organizational plans of the usual daily routine were
essential.

When substitutes did not have this information

and could not conduct the lessons smoothly then the children
were often not on task.

From the organizational and

management problem springs discipline problems and so on in
an unproductive circle of frustration for both the students
and substitute.
In an extensive research program in Eastern Henrico
County, Virginia, according to a ranking by teachers and
principals, discipline and classroom management stood out as
the most important areas needing evaluation. (8:7)
"When a substitute arrives he/she must expect much less
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respect than that reserved for the already embattled
permanent teacher." (9:30)

Robb further stated that in·

today's society adults are required to earn the respect of
students which in the past existed by virtue of .age and
experience. (9:30)
Short term substitutes have difficulty because of the
lack of time to establish authority and respect.

Hartung

agreed that generally, the role of the one-day substitute is
merely that of a "baby sitter," while that of the longer
term substitute becomes that of the regular teacher. (9:30)
The handicap of not knowing children by name or
personality, where the absentee instructor left off, and
unfamiliarity with the subject detracts from the authority
of the substitute. (9:30)
The various preceding problems of unfamiliarity which
cause the breakdown in substitute teacher effectiveness
present a staggering cost to education.

The absence of the

regular teacher creates a harmful interruption in the
continuity of education, which effects the child's learning
process.

The

study most often referred to in literature

was the New York Metropolitan School Study Council review of
over 18,000 teachers.

They found that substitute teachers

were significantly less effective in classrooms than the
regular teachers.

"Worse still, the study indicated that

the substitutes were less effective than student teachers
when they were put in charge of the classroom." (7:4)
The following table details the ratings by teacher
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- classification of the New York study:
Table I
Mean Score of Observations by Type of Teacher
Ranked by Classroom Effectiveness
(High score indicates effectiveness)
Mean Score

Regular Teacher
Specialist
Student Teacher
Substitute

Elementary

Secondary

6.12

5.01
4.99
2.76
0.29

5.82
5.62
1.98

Columbia University published a research bulletin
reviewing these ratings and concluded that, "Being near zero
leads to the conclusion that just nothing much was going
on ... " ( 7: 5)
M. N. Olsen, who was working with problems of quality
in the classrooms, also reviewed the table with this
response:

"What clearly stands out on this table is the

abysmal performance of substitute teachers in contrast to
that of· the regular classroom teacher ... (7:5)
Manlove and Elliot believed that absent teachers
constituted serious problems of loss of student achievement
due to the ineffectiveness of substitute teachers.

They

summarized this finding:
Meanwhile, particularly clear to educators is the
public's growing demand for some solid progress by
students during the school year. The competency
testing and "back to basics" movements throughout
the country are emphatic testimony to the voting
citizen's concerns for academic accomplishment ... (7:5)
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Since student learning is the fundamental reason
schools exist educators will be held accountable for
declining student achievement due to increased teacher
absence. (7:4)
Literature on Improving Substitute
Teacher Effectiveness
The literature on improving substitute teacher effectiveness indicated different areas of emphasis.

In an

effort to simplify the many approaches the writer grouped
the different methods into three main categories:

improving

substitute teacher effectivenss by improving organizational
practices, improving substitute teacher effectiveness by
improving the individual substitute, and improving substitute
teacher effectiveness by improving preparation practices of
the regular teacher.

Steltenpohl reported districts used

different approaches in order to more effectively use
substitute teachers.

One organizational plan for hiring

subs was a building team of substitutes, or a substitute
pool concept.

This form of organization combats two

problems, lack of familiarity, and loss of the feeling of
belonging.

These substitutes would be hired from a group who

were familiar with a certain building and would be recalled
time-after-time.

They would become identifiable members of

a specific school staff and become familiar with curriculum,
staff and students at a certain grade level or in a specific
department. (12:56)

Closely related was a method of pre-

dicting substitute need in advance by a careful study of
p~st teacher absence patterns as to time of year and probable
days of the week.

"The teachers would not be guaranteed
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employment on these days, but your teacher absence patterns
will help you predict the approximate number of days each
reserve teacher might be employed during the year." (12:37)
The opposite extreme was hiring full-time employees who
function only as part-time teachers. (12:56)
Illinois was trying this method.

Highland Park,

They would hire a limited

number of full-time substitutes with different teaching
backgrounds on a daily basis whether substitutes were needed
or not.

If no substitutes were required in a teaching field

on a particular day, the unassigned "permanent substitute"
would serve in other ways, including extracurricular assignments in the building.
There were a few other methods which were used in an
effort to maintain familiarity.

In Pueblo, Colorado

teachers reported their illness to an answering service.
They were encouraged to request a specific substitute and to
use the same substitute if a later illness occurred. (7:10)
In a district in Skokie, Illinois if a teacher is absent for
only one or two classes, other available teachers in the
building were hired to take the class.

This, of course, is

a high school where teachers have specific planning periods.
(7:9)

In the same district mentioned earlier in Pueblo the

substitute teacher list was believed to be strengthened by
practice of hiring retired teachers to substitute. (7:10)
A final method used to strengthen the deployment of
substitutes was a handbook prepared by the district.

In

Pueblo School District #60 a special workshop was held for
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substitute teachers and a special handbook covering all
aspects of prospective assignments was prepared and
distributed. (7:10)
Henrico County, Virginia also used an extensively prepared handbook to orient and aquaint substitutes in their
district. (8:1-35)

They felt that a handbook added clarity

to the procedures and responsibilities that those persons
involved in the substitute program should follow. (8:36)
Included in the Henrico County handbook as major areas
were:

a personal message to substitute teachers·, definition

of a substitute teacher, establish positive work habits,
establish a positive classroom attitude, responsibilities of
the regular classroom teacher and responsibilities of the
elementary school principal.

These areas contained general

information ~elevant to all county schools.
Improving substitute teacher effectiveness by improving
the individual substitute requires the monitoring of credentials and preparation, inservice, supervision and evaluation,
and the cooperation of different groups in offering substitutes the opportunity to participate and belong.
Reports express an improvement in substitute teacher
preparation.

"Many substitutes have the credentials and

presumably the skills of regular contract teachers." (7:7)
In a 1976-77 study in Indiana it was pointed out that there
had been improvement in the credentials of substitute
teachers over the past five years.
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Ninety-five percent of the districts reported that more
of their substitutes were provisionally or professionally licensed than was the case five years earlier.
Fourteen percent of the superintendents even reported
that they were able to provide their schools with
certified personnel in all cases. (4:269)
Certainly this trend can only serve to improve substitute
performance.

Most districts have standards of professional

preparation for substitutes although these standards vary.
(7:12)
Inservicing substitute teachers was accepted as a good
method of orienting and preparing substitute teachers. (7:11)
Providing inservice preparation and orienting substitutes to
the use of building forms, procedures, schedules, expectations, etc., might put them in a better position to spend
their time on instruction.

Surely, they would also act with

much more confidence. (7:7)

Elliot and Manlove state,

"Spending some time and money working with the substitutes
themselves would certainly be productive." (4:279)
A principal in New Jersey reported on school districts
holding workshops for substitutes and that such workshops do
a creditable job. (7:11)

Henrico County, Virginia finds

inservicing substitutes very productive and it is a major
thrust of their substitute program. (8:8-24)
Evaluation of the substitute, or the substitute's
evaluation of the day's progress of the plans left,
provided a tool for measurement of how well the system was
working or what improvements needed to be made.

In some

cases, evaluation forms were provided to substitutes so they
could evaluate their experiences.

"Substitute teachers are
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encouraged to discuss their experiences with the principal
in a continuous effort to improve the quality of instruction." (7:10)
An important quality in improving an individual
substitute's performance was making the person feel a sense
of duty because of their membership in the institution.
The literature suggested some different ways to accomplish
and strengthen the sense of belonging.
In Elkhart, Indiana substitute teachers were encouraged
to feel a part of the staff by attending all or any part of
the regular preschool orientation program, visiting classes
and principals and conferring with consultants and other
teachers. ( 7: 11)
Hartung felt that substitutes were discouraged from
belonging to NEA or affiliate organizations and that their
pay scales suffered because of this.

He felt . they were dis-

couraged by being charged unfair dues in relationship to ·the
number of days they work.

He looked at several alternative

pay scales then suggested a scale which would simply differentiate between degree and non-degree holders and between
short-term and long-term rates.

He indicated that partici-

pation in professional organizations and improved pay scales
would make substitutes feel that they were accepted and an
integral part of the profession and would add to their
effective~ess. (5:5-6)

He concluded by making the following

recmm:nendations:
1.

That state and local NEA affiliate organizations
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should endeavor to gain substitute teacher membership
by creating appropriate membership categories and
soliciting this membership;
.
2. That, where needed new substitute pay scales be
developed which reflect differences in background and
length of term; and
3. That state and local NEA affiliate organizations
give impetus to such changes. · (5:6)
In the _previous section concerning failure of substitutes many references were made to the fact that substitutes
were not generally made to feel a part of the institution .
by any group connected with education.
The final category in the section on improving substitute performance was perhaps most central to this study
because a possible outgrowth of this section was the product
of ·this study.

The literature on preparation practices on

the part of the regular teacher prior to the absence of the
teacher and the arrival of the substitute suggested much that
could be done to organize and familiarize the substitute
the classroom.

in

Communication was the key and cormnunication

could be achieved in different ways as the literature
points out.

Preabsence preparation by the contract teacher

was considered so crucial in some cases it was suggested
that perhaps the contract teacher's pay for the absent day
could be contingent upon sufficient preplanning. (7:7)
Niles North High School in Skokie, Illinois expected
each teacher to have on file with the substitute teachers'
clerk (who begins at 6:30 a.m.) a set of instructions for
the substitute.

The substitute teacher was required to

complete a report form for the regular teacher once the
substitute's responsibility had been completed. (7:9)
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Bettendorf Senior. High School in Bettendorf, Iowa
divided absences into two types:
and unplanned absences.

advance notice absences

For the advance notice absence

detailed plans were developed by the classroom teacher who
met with the designated substitute and reviewed class
activities and expected outcomes.

Du!ing the teacher's

absence the substitute worked at the direction of the
departmental team leader and/or division leader.

The admin-

istrative advisor to the department observed the classroom
for short periods of time to assess the substitute's performance and offer any needed support.

Upon return of the

regular classroom teacher the substitute submitted a
detailed progress report citing significant transactions
occurring during his/her tenure.

Substit.u te teachers judged

by administrator and team leader to be ineffective were
removed from a preferred list.
In the case of unplanned absences the teacher called a
special operator requesting a substitute.

The operator then

selected a substitute from an approved list of people
certified to teach in the specific subject area needed.
Upon reporting to the school, the substitute checked in at
the main office for a conference with the department team
and/or division leader.

At this time, the absentee teacher's

lesson plans were reviewed and plans for the day were
finalized.

If possible, the substitutes contacted the

teacher by telephone for any additional instructions.
During the day the substitute received assistance from ·the
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team leader and was visited by the appropriate administrator.
At the end of the substitute period a detailed report was
submitted by the substitute teacher. (7:8-9)

This example

was given because of its excellent flow of co1I1II1unication
showing a truly orchestrated effort to improve substitute
teaching in a very accountable way.

Also, the concept of

team leader or department leaders or an appointed teacherin-charge of substitutes is a concept used more and more
often to relieve the principal of substitute teacher duties.
In Millburn, New Jersey department chairpersons have
the responsibility for getting each substitute teacher
started on the day's activities. (7:11)
Manlove and Elliot say this:
While regulations or pressures for more and better
pre-absence instructional plans will lighten supervisory routines, assisting the already overburdened
principal with monitoring absences will also help.
Perhaps an assistant principal or a disignated teacher
could be released from some regular duties to serve in
this way. The tasks relinquished could more than
easily be reassigned than could those the principal
would give up. (7:7)
Administrative procedures that necessitate more and better
pre-absence plans for instruction will address the problem.
(4:270)
A way to insure co1I1II1unication, continuity of program
and rule out haphazardness due to poor memory and last
minute planning because of the urgency of some absence,
required preplanning in advance of the absence.

The most

comprehensive approach to co1I1II1unication was a folder containing all appropriate information needed by a substitute.
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It was predicted that if regular teachers were required to
substitute once in a while they would see that a substitute
folder with useful data in it would be left on their desk
and that the assignments for the next day would either be
marked in the textbooks or written on the board. (10:59)
The substitute teacher program at Elkhart, Indiana
insured that substitute teachers received extensive information about the schools, their procedures and aids for the
substitute teacher:
The regular teacher provides advance lesson plans,
seating charts, duplicate class rolls, textbooks
with assignments marked and an alternate lesson plan
in case the substitute needs one, while the principal
provides information regarding special activities,
etc. (7:12)
The Henrico County study lists under Responsibilities
of the Regular Classroom Teacher many items which could be
included in an informational notebook. (8:5, 6)
They include in their folders the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

a map of the school plant showing the location of
teachers grade levels, room numbers, and special
rooms;
the school's general philosophy;
suggestions as to how to handle discipline problems;
the schools organizational plan, special programs,
etc.;
the role of supervisory and special teaching staff,
i.e., art, music, physical education, library, etc.;
marking procedures for report cards and classwork;
a list containing information regarding and special
scheduling for which the substitute should be aware,
i.e., lunch, recess, library, etc. also dismissal
procedures including bus duty requirements;
an explanation of student accident and sickness
procedures;
procedure for securing any supplies and learning
materials needed;
building and staff rules concerning free time,
location of lounge, etc.;
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11.
12.
13.

fire drill regulations and exit assignments;
an explanation of the sign-in and out procedures
that the substitute should follow;
be sure to outline a procedure for recording
classwork completed and designate a specific place
where the substitute can obtain lesson plans.

(9:7,8)

CHAPTER THREE
Procedure of the Project

The Kennewick School District Substitute Teacher Handbook was revised because of a need which was identified by
district personnel during the 1979-80 school year.

As a

result of several discussions concerning the need for such
a device it was decided that the task of developing a tool
for the improvement of substitute teacher effectiveness
should be undertaken.
Through discussions with faculty members, administrators, and substitute teachers the needs of substitute
teachers were identified.

A more comprehensive notebook of

classroom practices, procedures, and materials for each
classroom were listed as most important needs.
The author of this project obtained input in the
compilation of the notebook from various sources.

Previous

studies of the problem in other parts of the United States
have been consulted and information pertinent to Kennewick
School District has been used.

A variety of materials

currently in use in schools in Kennewick and in other parts
of the State of Washington were collected and reviewed and
elements of the materials which were relevant and which
follow the philosophical guidelines of current literature
and trends of the subject were included.
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Last, but very important, practicing substitutes and
teachers in Kennewick School District.were consulted and
their needs and desires were a key consideration in the
authorship of this proj~ct.
It was the intent of the writer to choose from these
materials the most pertinent ideas and practices which fit
Kennewick School District's needs.

Those ideas and

practices were incorporated in a notebook made available
to each Kennewick elementary school classroom for use either
in part or whole.

CHAPTER FOUR
The Project

Chapter Four is the project, Substitute Teacher Handbook, and is paginated as a separate entity.
continues with page 30.
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Chapter Five

KENNEWICK SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER J{ANDBOOK

Introduction
This notebook has been developed in an effort to improve
communication between the regular classroom teacher and a
substitute teacher.

Communication provides familiarity with

programs and procedures which otherwise may be minimal.

By

standardizing this notebook throughout Kennewick S~hool
District, any substitute teacher will have confidence that
he/she will have at his/her disposal the information
necessary to conduct the day in a manner consistant with the
regular teachers plans.

The information will be organized

exactly the same in each notebook in each building of the
district.

The ultimate goal of the notebook is to maximize

a substitute teacher's effectiveness and provide a smooth
operating learning environment for students.
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Teacher Responsibilities

It is most important for teachers to implement this substitute notebook in a consistent manner. One of the major
strengths of this notebook is its uniform structure and use.
1.

This notebook will be completed at the beginning of each
school year and periodically updated by each classroom
teacher. (Initial introduction might be held during the
opening of school faculty meeting.)

2.

This notebook will be kept on file in the school office
and given to the substitute teacher by the principal
or secretary at the beginning of each substituting
assignment. It will be returned at the end of the day.

3.

The principal will communicate with the staff and monitor
the updating of the notebook.
(Notebook is only as
useful as it is reliable.)

4.

Some portions of this notebook may not apply to every
classroom. It is expected that the notebook will be
completed as it applies to each teaching situation
under the direction of the building principal.
NOTE: The order of this notebook or its basic format
should not be altered so as to destroy its uniformity
and quick reference use.

Principal's Page
Statement of building philosophy provided by each building
administrator.

Special building wide programs.

Principal's cormnents.
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GENERAL CLASS MANAGEMENT

3

ROUTINE PROCEDURES FOR CLASS MANAGEMENT
My plan book is always located ...

Opening Exercises:
Attending procedures

Lunch count

Flag salute

Other
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ROUTINE PROCEDURES
1.

Le~ving the room (restroom, going to specialists, etc.)

2.

Passing papers

3.

Lunch procedures (lunchroom, tickets, lining up, etc.)

4.

Other
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Seating Chart
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CLASS ROSTER
Name:

7

When applicable:
List of students who walk to and from school.

List of s·tudents who ride buses:
Bus Number

Name
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List of room helpers or reliable students:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
9

Student work expectations.
General:

Specific:
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SCHEDULES
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P.E. Schedule

TIME

"DAY

Music Schedule

Library Schedule

Schedules of students attending special classes.
(i.e., Reading, Resources, Speech Therapist, O.T., etc.)
Specialist

Student I s Name
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Day

Time

Bus arrival and departure (when applicable).

Bell Schedule

Recesses

Lunch Schedule (order of serving)

List of students who go home for lunch

13

Aide schedµle in classrooms

14

Schedule of any materials shared between rooms.

15

DISCIPLINE

16

Discipline Plan - Enclosed is a copy of this classrooms
discipline plan. Special arrangements for individual
students.

Class rules and consequences

School playground rules and consequences

__________
,

Hall rules

Lunch rules

17

GRADING

18

(Information expecially _help£µ.! for longer assignments)
Location of gradebook if necessary

Expectations of regular teacher for substitute concerning
grading

Necessary information concerning grading systems

Record of complete and incomplete work

Other

19

District copy of procedures in case of accident, injury, or
sudden illness of a student.
Nurse Schedule

List of children with special health problems
Problem

Chi Id' s Name
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IN CASE OF ACCIDENTJ INJURY OR SUDDEN ILLNESS OF A STUDENT:
1.

FOLLOW FIRST AID PRACTICE TO ASSIST STUDENT.
DO NOT MOVE STUDENT UNNECESSARILY.

2.

PROMPTLY NOTIFY SCHOOL OFFICE TO GAIN ASSISTANCE.

3.

REMAIN IN CHARGE UNTIL STUDENT IS TURNED OVER TO
RESPONSIBLE PERSON.

4.

COMPLETE STUDENT ACCIDENT REPORT AND SUBMIT TO
ADMINISTRATOR WITHIN 24 HOURS.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE - A serious Medical Emergency exists
for anyone having the following conditions:

*
*

Difficulty in breathing or is choking.
Shock due to: excessive bleeding, severe pain,
insulin reaction, facture.
* Bleeding difficult to control: i.e., from womb in
pregnant student.
* Unconsciousness beyond ordinary fainting, ingestion
of toxic substance, drug or alcohol.
ACTION - Involve more than one staff member in extreme
emergencies. DO NOT delay medical care because
parent cannot be reached. School personnel shouldbe
empowered to use best judgement. Give appropriate
First Aid . . Identify pupil and telephone parent
advising of accident and extent of injury. Give
specific directions for reaching the pupil. Timing
is important!
If parent cannot be located, telephone person given
as "Emergency Number to Call". DO NOT hang up
telephone until emergency person has all necessary
information clearly.
DO NOT use personal or school car for transporting
critically ill or injured pupil. Ambulance
arrangements can take the child quicker. If a
private or school car has to be used, be sure that
another staff person or parent accompanies the
driver and child. If parent cannot be located, a
school staff person should accompany the pupil in
emergency vehicle or follow in a car. A school
staff person should inform parent about the incident
and procedures being followed. A written record
should be completed innnedi~tely.
4/19/82
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Fire drill procedures
Evacuation plan for this room

Evacuation plan for building

Bomb threat procedure
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CURRICULUM

24

Location of Planbook:

Specific Locations of Manuals:

Instructional Materials:

Supplies:

Audio Visual Material:

25

Brief example of typical lesson format and group members
(where they meet) for ea.c h subject (Elementary: math,
reading, social studies, sci.e n:ce, language, spelling, art,
etc .. )

MATH

26

READING

27

SOCIAL STUDIES

28

SCIENCE

29

LANGUAGE

30

SPELLING

31

ART

32

ACTIVITIES

33

Include activities to be used when: work is completed,
assignment is inappropriate for substitute . to carry out,
lessons completed by entire class with time remaining.

Several ready to use ideas with complete and simple
instructions.

34

BUILDING PERSONNEL

39

Roster of Building Staff
Name

Room

Grade Level Teacher or Department Head

40

IJ

Home Phone

Schedule of _faculty duties:
faculty room cleanup:

i.e., bus duty, playground,

Telephone locations and procedures:

Faculty lunch facilities (lunch cost):

41

. Map of school and grounds (pl·a yground boundaries)

42

SAMPLE FORMS

43

Examples of commonly used forms (business forms) either a
properly completed example or special instruction for
completing forms.
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Practices found helpful by substitute teachers:
Names on desk written le.giply. (elementary)
Another teachers name f:amiliar with your room.
Manual left out (visible)
Teacher follow up on discipline administered by substitute
teacher.
Specific lesson plans, page number, lesson emphasis.
Exact location of materials.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Summary and Reconm1.endations
Summary
The research clearly .Pointed out a weakness that exists
in our classrooms during the absence of the regular teacher.
The reasons have been identified in previous sections.
Educators must address this problem from all sides.

Measures

must be introduced to reduce unnecessary teacher absence.
Much of this effort must come through teacher bargaining and
improved methods of rewarding or compensating good attendance
habits.

Progress in changing the current trends and patterns

of absence .are slow and hard fought.
We must a~cept the fact that there will always be
teacher absence.

Even under optimum conditions there will

still be sickness and necessary absence for teacher training.
With the current focus on improvement of education from local,
state and national authorities the author can see a possibility for even more release time for teacher preparation.
This writer suggests that an important area in the
improvement of education today, and in the future, is to find
methods to turn otherwise lost days in the absence of the
regular teacher, into productive "business-as-usual" days.
Successful absence coverage will require a high degree of
cooperation between the substitute and the regular teacher.
The writer's task has been to research .this problem and
30
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to identi'f y methods of improving cooperation and conununica'tion between substitute teachers and regular teachers.
The development of a. very thorough, specific substitute
teacher notebook organized and prepared consistently for the
entire school district is viewed by the writer as, a partial
solution to the problem.
The value of this resource will come from its wealth of
information organized for quick reference, consistent usage,
and ease of preparation by classroom teachers.
Recommendations
The writer has reconnnended to the Kennewick School
District administration that this handbook be adopted for
use in the district.

The handbook has been accepted and

piloted first in a single elementary building, and is due to
be incorporated into all schools in the dist~ict, Fall 1984.
The writer further recognizes the necessity of teacher
orientations so their support and cooperation will make this
program successful.

The writer is cotmnitted to working

closely with staff to problem solve and support this venture
to insure its success.
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MATH
Number search. Draw a grid, 12-squared, on the chalkboard. Fill each space with either an addition, subtraction or multiplication problem (without answer),
making sure that some will have the same answers. Ask
the children to examine · the grid ·and find two examples,
when worked, that give the same answer.
Another number search activity is counting .legs. Add
together all the chair and table legs. How many are
there? What else in the room has legs? People, of
course! Multiply to get the number of people legs. Are
there pets in the room? Do they have legs? Add them for
a total count. What is the grand total number of legs
in the room?
Auction math. Collect pictures of items (refrigerators,
TVs, cassette recorders, toys, cars, books, clothes, and
so on) from magazines. Cut them out and paste each item
on a 3 x 5 card. Underneath each, write its monetary
value.
Then . hold an afternoon auction. Give each pupil $5,000
in pretend money to spend. Display the auction items
10 minutes before auction time. Hand out pencils and
paper and begin. Caution your buyers to start bidding
at a lower price than each expects to finally pay. After
each purchase, buyers subtract cost from their allotted
$5,000. Also, they can make as many purchases as they
want so long as their money lasts. Compute monies left
over at the close of the sale.
'ecret Codes. Have each pupil make up his own secret
'de, using numbers instead of letters. For example,
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number 1 for A, 2 for B, 3 for ·c, and so on. Start the
ball rolling with this message: 14/15 19/3/8/15/15/12
20/15/13/15/18/18/15/23 (rto school tomorrow). Ask the
kids to make up their own secret messages.
Follow ·me. Draw a dragon on the chalkboard. Divide it
into 12 sections. In each section, write one part of a
simple math problem--3 x 8 + 5 - 10 + 4 x 6 - 2 + 39 +
2 - 11 + 6 =? Children solve the problem starting at
the tail, finishing with the answer at the head.
Math bingo. Give each child an 8 by 11 inch sheet of
paper. Have them fold it into sixteen squares and copy
one math example from the board (6 x 4, 10 + 8, 3 - 2,
and so on) in each square. When paper boards are finished,
call out the answer to one problem, giving the kids time
to find the example that fits the answer and place a
marker on it. The first child to cover a horizontal or
vertical row, wins. To check, repeat answers and compare
with winner's examples.
Story math. Read a story containing multiple problems,
events, or characters. The children participate by
solving mental arithmetic problems the story poses. For
example, in "The Three Pigs" pose this problem: "Two of
the pigs decided to go to the market before they built
their homes. How many pigs were left?" Or, "The wolf
huffed and puffed ... How many ti._mes did he huff and puff?"
Telephone exchange. Make up a telephone number and write
it on tfie · hoard. Challenge kids to write as many different
telephone numbers as they can using the same digits.
Geometric designs. Have the pupils draw and color a
design using circles, squares, and triangles. Or make
people-pictures using those forms. Let older students
do this with cubes, pyramids, and spheres.
What's my name: Write a number on the board, such as
12 or 28. Ask children to think of other ways to express
the number. For example, 12 can be expressed as 10 + 2,
12 + 0, 6 x 2, and so on.
Mental master£. Draw a grid, 12-squared, on the board.
Write one num er in each square (2, 15, 7, 4, 8, 10, 1,
20, 25, 6, 30 and 3). Divide the class into two teams.
First player on one team chooses a number, then the _second
player on the same team must choose a number which indicates
a more difficult problem. If the second player answers
incorrectly, the second team tries to answer. Play con-inues from team to team. Each correct answer receives
1
.ve points. Team with the most points at the end of an
~eed time, wins.
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Let's go shopping. List pr.iced, grocery store items on
the board. Tell pupils they each have $10 to spend at
the store-board. On. a piece of . paper, have them total
the cost of the items each purchased. When called upon,
each gives a list of purchases, indicating cost and leftover change.
Clock math. Use the classroom clock for fun with addition,
substraction, and multiplication. Add the numbers covering
a quarter of an hour .(12 + 1 + 2 + 3 = 18), one half hour
(12 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + · 6 = 33), three-quarters of an
hour (12 + 1 + 2 ·+ 3 · + 4 · + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 = 57), and
one hour (add numbers · from 12 to 11). Then subtract
three-quarters of an hour, one half hour, and one quarter
hour from the total amourit. Start again and multiply
the numbers.
READING
How to make it. Write directions on the board for the
children to follow for either and then draw a picture
showing their interpretation.
Time was running out.
He followed his nose.
He had a nightmare.
There's a rainbow tree in my yard.
I saw a giraffe-cat!
' There are dog willows on the pussy willow tree.
· The tulips are dancing and singing.
Word scramble. Using a list of reading or spelling words,
mix up each word's letters. For example, the word tree
may look like eetr. Write scrambled words on the board,
and challenge class to tmscramble them.
Picture stories. Display action pictures cut from
magazine~ and newspapers. Ask the children to write a
three- or four-line story about one.
Onstage. Divide the class into four groups. Have each
group choose or make up a story. Give them paper and
crayons with which to make character cutouts. Then groups
present their improvised puppet shows.
Story fill-ins. Make up or shorten a favorite story.
Write it on the board. Omit words which describe or name
colors, and list these words next to the story. As the
children read the story, they fill in the blanks from the
word list.
Now hear this! Let pupils make up a written advertisement
tor a favorite book, toy, record album, or piece of
lothing. Invite them to illustrate ads if they wish.
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Arid they lived happi1y ever· after. Ask children to write
a different ending to their favorite story, i .l lustrating
it with cutout or drawn pictures.
Personal "dictionaries . . Have kids write individual word
lists which include words each must learn to read and
also those words each would like to learn. After their
lists are complete, have them alphabetize them. To make
dictionaries, place two or three words on a sheet of
paper, give definitions, and illustrate them (optional).
When the inside pages are complete, cover with heavy
paper and decorate.
Fancy words. Let students decorate large lettered words.
Use words such as love, dog, heart, hand.
Spelling bingo. Decide on 16 to 20 words and write them
on the board. Have the children fold an 8 x 11 inch
paper so that when it is opened there are 12 squares.
Everyone copies 12 words in any order onto their game
papers, one word per square. Using markers cut from
scraps of paper, kids cover corresponding words as they
are given. Play bingo in the usual way.
Word collage. After choosing opposite words like hot and
cold, have pupils make a collage by drawing or pasting
cutout pictures on a large piece of construction paper.
On a smaller sheet, invite them to describe their creation
in writing.
On the road.
Using state maps, take imaginary trips.
Read route signs, names of cities, and points of interest
along the way.

Instructor, February, 1978

